
Kenyon Advanced Lab Mantra: 

Every measurement has units and uncertainty; every graph needs a fit and a theory curve. 

 

Physics Lab Notebook Guidelines 

In addition to learning the physics behind each of the experiments you complete, in this course it 

is equally important for you to learn accepted practices for documenting your experimental 

investigations.  These practices range from simple style conventions, citation requirements, and 

rules for formatting tables, graphs, and measurements to subtle, nuanced distinctions not obvious 

to the inexperienced experimentalist (accuracy vs precision, what constitutes agreement between 

a measured and an accepted value, the difference between random and systematic error, etc.).  

These guidelines should remind you of practices you already know, introduce you to some you 

may not have heard before, and expand on many with which you have some familiarity but not 

yet mastery. 

 

Experimental techniques and conventions: 

 Collect data into tables, with units labeled 

 Randomize data-taking order 

 For long data tables, print sample lines for notebook 

 Estimate uncertainty for every measurement 

 Show sample calculations using actual data 

 Calculate with un-rounded values 

 Report final values with correct number of sig figs 

 Graph quantity with larger scatter on vertical axis 

 Manipulate data to graph linear trend when possible 

 Show error bars, fit, and theory curve on graphs 

 Include labeled diagrams and schematics of equipment 

 

Style conventions: 

 Use black ink. 

 Write clearly (not tiny, not scribbly). 

 Use both sides of each page, filling sequentially. 

 Leave no empty pages (except sometimes a partial page at the end of an experiment). 

 Begin each new experiment on a new page, taping handout pages in first. 

 Leave no loose papers in your notebook – tape or glue all sheets securely into place. 

 Maintain an up-to-date table of contents on the first page of your notebook. 

 Record partner’s name at start of experiment, date and time at start of each work session. 

 Record citations, file names, URLs, etc. as you go. 

 

Do not worry that sections will not appear in the usual “lab report order” – it’s OK to have 

background information interspersed throughout your experimental record, for instance, and to 

have more than one segment of data-taking, informed by analysis or background reading in 

between.  The sequential nature of the lab book record should reflect the actual sequence of your 

investigation.  For a typical experiment, you might take some data, look up some background 

and write about it, do some sample calculations on the early data to make sure you know how to 

complete the analysis once you have the full dataset, go back and take more data, find that you 



need more background to understand something, write a piece of the discussion, go back and 

measure something else, and so on.  Types of content we’ll be evaluating (“sections,” although 

these sections will inevitably be split up and jumbled together, as noted above): 

 

Background:  

 Review and expansion of theoretical ideas introduced in lecture and handout 

 Additional background on instrumentation, methodology, or context, as relevant 

 Statement of hypotheses or predictions this experiment will test 

 Appropriate citations to authoritative sources! 

 

Procedural record: 

 Record of procedures, settings used, trouble-shooting, decisions made 

 Diagrams of apparatus and control panels, wiring schematics, LabView vi block 

diagrams, software algorithms, etc. 

 Record of conversations concerning experimental details, as applicable 

 

Data: 

 Tables and graphs with clear units and labels, numbered so that you can refer to them in 

your analysis and discussion 

 Uncertainty estimates for each measured value (including tabulated ones) 

 

Analysis/Calculations: 

 Sample calculations w/actual values and units shown, using un-rounded values 

 Uncertainty calculations, propagation of uncertainties 

 Proper treatment of sig figs in final reports of values 

 Fits including goodness of fit measures (chi-squared) 

 Theory/accepted values or curves, including incorporation of supplementary 

measurements needed to establish parameter values in some cases 

 

Discussion: 

 Evaluation of results, comparison with accepted values or theory 

 Correct grammatical/linguistic use of precision, accuracy, and agreement w/in 

experimental uncertainty 

 Proper distinctions between random and systematic sources of uncertainty 

 Sources, directions, and sizes of possible systematic effects 

 Corrections you did/could make to reduce or eliminate systematic effects 

 Any extensions to the experiment you pursued 

 

Conclusion: 

 A final paragraph restating your hypothesis and summarizing to what extent your results 

supported or refuted that hypothesis, quantitatively 

 Do NOT introduce any new insights that would raise questions and open up more 

discussion – include such thoughts in the discussion itself, not the conclusion! 

  



Keep in mind the basic goal of each section: 

 

The background should set the context and supply the necessary theoretical framework for 

making a hypothesis or prediction before performing the experiment.   

 

The procedural record should provide enough detail that you (or the eponymous “capable but 

inexperienced peer”) could repeat your measurements based solely on the information contained 

in your lab notebook.   

 

The data section should organize your actual measurements of values and their uncertainties in 

clear, concise, easy-to-compare and contrast ways, without tangling them up in layers of 

computation or interpretation.   

 

Your analyses and calculations should demonstrate all operations performed on your data to 

correct, adjust, combine, and characterize them. [Grammatical note – notice right now that the 

word “data” is PLURAL.  Its singular is “datum.”]    

 

Your discussion should contain all of the interpretation, evaluation, and comparison of your 

results, considerations of random and systematic effects affecting them, and pretty much 

everything else interesting, thoughtful, and important in understanding what your experimental 

results have shown.  This will, therefore, be the most important section in our evaluation of your 

work; be sure to give it the attention and care it deserves. 

 

The conclusion should wrap up the report of your work in a clear, concise statement drawing on 

your quantitative results to link your original hypothesis with the evaluation you made of it in 

your discussion. 

  



Lab notebook examples for presentation and handling of data: 

 

Graphs: 
Graphs are usually the best (i.e. easiest, clearest, most complete) way to organize and display 

quantitative results in advanced lab.  They are arguably the most important piece of evidence in 

your lab notebook; therefore, we will scrutinize your graphs.  Origin is a good program for 

preparing publication-quality graphs with appropriate labels, fits, theory curves, and associated 

documentation.  Every graph must have: 

 

 Axes labeled with quantity (name or symbol) and units 

 Graph number and descriptive title 

 Error bars showing uncertainties (x and y uncertainties, if non-negligible) 

 Fit curve with fit equation and parameter values pasted onto graph area 

 Theory curve with equation pasted onto graph (use dotted line to distinguish from fit) 

 

To print out a ½ page graph (which tapes more nicely into a lab notebook), use commands: 

File – Print – Properties – Advanced – Document Options – Page Layout: “Two-Up.” 
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0.0 y, theoretical (dashed curve) = -0.5*(9.81)*x^2-0.66437*x

Y = A + B1*X + B2*X^2

Weight given by Data1_C error bars.

Parameter Value Error

------------------------------------------------------------

A 0.0023 0.0035

B1 -0.66437 0.03748

B2 -4.81232 0.08339
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Graph 2: position as a function of time for steel ball in freefall

 
 



Tables: 

Tables should be used to record measured values whenever possible.  Recording data by writing 

line after line saying, “For the zinc sample, K-beta peak 2-theta (centroid) = 37.58 deg, FWHM 

= 0.9596, inten = 3578.23 cts/s; K-alpha centroid = 41.81 deg, FWHM = 0.9565 deg, inten = 

23620.85 cts/s; filament current 5 mA, accelerating potential = 30 kV” and so forth gets old 

really quickly, and it prevents you from quickly comparing values for successive measurements.  

It’s just bad experimental technique.   

 

Not much better, though, is the following example: 

 

Zn 5 30 37.58 0.9596 3578.23 41.81 0.9565 23620.85 

Nb 5 40 19.14 0.9033 466.80 21.51 0.8166 3073.10 

 

Significantly more informative is: 

 

Sample Filament 

current 

(mA) 

Accel 

potential 

(kV) 

2θ, Kβ 

(deg) 

Kβ 

FWHM 

(deg) 

Kβ 

inten 

(cts/s) 

2θ, Kα 

(deg) 

Kα 

FWHM 

(deg) 

Kα inten 

(cts/s) 

Zn 5 30 37.58 0.9596 3578.23 41.81 0.9565 23620.85 

Nb 5 40 19.14 0.9033 466.80 21.51 0.8166 3073.10 

 

Lesson?  Label every column with the quantity’s name or symbol and its units.   

 

You’ll have to provide uncertainty estimates for all those numbers, too.  If every value in a 

column has the same uncertainty, you can simply add a row to your table: 

 

Sample Filament 

current 

(mA) 

Accel 

potential 

(kV) 

2θ, Kβ 

(deg) 

Kβ 

FWHM 

(deg) 

Kβ 

inten 

(cts/s) 

2θ, Kα 

(deg) 

Kα 

FWHM 

(deg) 

Kα inten 

(cts/s) 

±uncer 0.1 0.5 0.02 0.0015 1.0 0.02 0.0015 1.0 

Zn 5.0 30.0 37.58 0.9596 3578.23 41.81 0.9565 23620.85 

Nb 5.0 40.1 19.14 0.9033 466.80 21.51 0.8166 3073.10 

 

More likely, though, you’ll have some way to estimate or calculate the uncertainty of each value 

individually, in which case you’d have to add a column to your table FOR EACH QUANTITY: 

 

Sample Filament 

current 

(mA) 

±fil 

curr 

(mA) 

Accel 

potential 

(kV) 

±accel 

poten 

(kV) 

2θ, Kβ 

(deg) 

±2 θ, 

Kβ 

(deg) 

Kβ 

inten 

(cts/s) 

± Kβ 

inten 

(cts/s) 

Zn 5.0 0.05 30.0 0.2 37.58 0.04 3578.23 1.4 

Nb 5.0 0.05 40.1 0.4 19.14 0.05 466.80 1.8 

 

Further, if you have to manipulate the data in some way (i.e. make a calculation using one or 

more of the columns), always add a new column for the altered data: 

 



Table 3: X-ray fluorescence data, 12 Sep 2010 

Sample Filament 

current 

(mA) 

±fil 

curr 

(mA) 

Accel 

potential 

(kV) 

±accel 

poten 

(kV) 

2θ, Kβ 

(deg) 

±2 θ, 

Kβ 

(deg) 

λ(Kβ ) 

=2dsin(θ) 

(nm) 

±λ(Kβ) 

(nm) 

Kβ 

inten 

(cts/s) 

Zn 5.0 0.05 30.0 0.2 37.58 0.04 0.129700 0.00013 3578.23 

Nb 5.0 0.05 40.1 0.4 19.14 0.05 0.066945 0.00017 466.80 

 

Finally, make it easy to refer the reader to your table by including a title with a table number and 

description, as shown in the previous example. 

 

Significant Figures: 

 

It is important to understand the concept of significant figures, as well as how to handle them 

when you manipulate numbers through a calculation.  You must also understand why it is wrong 

to report a result to 5 significant figures when you only have confidence in the first three.  Also 

note than an uncertainty (often called the “error,” though uncertainty is the more appropriate 

term) is usually only good to one significant figure, which means that the corresponding result, 

therefore, can’t be good to more decimal places than is the uncertainty.  For example,  

 

ν = 53.693 ± 0.022 Hz   should be reported as   ν = 53.69 ± 0.02 Hz,   in the final analysis.   

 

However, you must avoid rounding off every number as soon as you have calculated it; if you 

need it for another calculation, rounding off (even when you’re obeying the rules based on the 

uncertainty!) can introduce additional errors, as shown in this example: 

 

A = (10.6 ± 1.4) μm → (11 ± 1) μm 

B = (15.7 ± 1.4) μm → (16 ± 1) μm 

 

Adding the unrounded numbers to find C = A+B gives: 

 

C = 10.6 μm + 15.7 μm = 26.3 μm;  

 

uncertainty propagation rules give: 

 

±C = [(±A)
2
+(±B)

2
]
1/2

 = 2.0 μm,  

 

so the final reported value for C should be written as:  

 

C = (26.3 ± 2.0) μm → (26 ± 2) μm. 

 

If you had used the rounded values, though, you would have concluded (incorrectly) that C = (27 

± 1) μm.  To avoid such mistakes, just write the properly rounded report to the right of an arrow 

after the initial record of the measurement, so that you can use the un-rounded values for 

subsequent calculations, as shown above. 

 


